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A (Revisited)

Alto Saxophone

For alto saxophone, percussion, vibraphone, electric guitar and electronics.

The score is transposed for Eb Alto Saxophone.

Total duration: 12 minutes

Normal notes should produce a normal tone, using a normal embouchure.

Sam Gillies (2015)

Ensemble
Alto Saxophone
Percussion
- Vibraphone
- 2 Toms (Low toms if possible)
- 2 Suspended cymbals (crash and ride)
- Sandpaper
- Spring drum
Electric Guitar
Electronics

General Notes
Bar 80. The instruction ‘dense cluster’ is given. The performers should perform a fast, dense,
labyrinthine cluster of notes for the indicated duration across the pitches/kit pieces indicated, at a very
loud volume.

Program Notes
A (Revisited) draws on the intricate interaction of dialogue in Sarah Kane’s Crave. In Crave,
fragmented narratives are voiced between four different characters, denoted only by the names A, B, C
and M. In A (Revisited), as in Crave, phrases pass from one performer to another to create separate
but connected musical interactions.

Slap Tongue. The resulting pitch should be as sharp and clear as possible.

Key Click. Key clicks are note specific.
Air Note. The Diamond noteheads indicate that the performer should use the
appropriate fingering to create the indicated pitch and blow through the instrument
in such a way to to create a breathy wash of sound with no determinate pitch.
In situations where an air note immediately precedes or follows a pitched note the
performer should attempt to morph from the breath sound to the pitch seemlessly
over the duration of the air note.
Durational values are provided in brackets for notes that last longer than an
eighth-note. Notes in brackets are provided for reference only and should not be
performed.

Percussion

Electric Guitar

The percussion part is written across two staves. The first stave covers the non-pitched percussion
instrumentation - toms, cymbals sandpaper and spring drum. The second stave is dedicated to the
vibraphone.

The amplifier for the electric guitar should be located behind, next to, or otherwise close to the guitarist
to ensure the sound is directionally related to the performer. If possible, the performer should use a
volume pedal between the guitar and amp to allow for the control of dynamic volume.

Two beaters are specified in the score - brushes and soft mallets. Brushes should be made preferably
of steel but nylon can be used if preferred. Soft mallets should produce a dull, rounded tone in the
vibraphone.

Tom 1 - Tom 2 - Drag - Shell

The first two notes here refer to the two toms. The toms
should be unique in pitch but of similar register. Ensure
that the percussion pieces are resonant but not
overpoweringly so. A bass drum, for example, would be too
much for this piece.
A note with a tremolo marking indicates that the beater
should be dragged across the membrane of the tom for the
notes duration. This is almost always executed with the
brushes. The performer should excite the surface
throughout the duration of the note and vary the pressure
and position of the gesture to create a constant variation
throughout.
Crossed noteheads indicate that the beater should strike
the side of the tom.

Crash - Ride - Drag - Sandpaper - Spring Drum

The first note refers to the crash cymbal, while the second
note refers to the ride cymbal. Durational values are
provided in brackets for notes that last longer than an
eighth-note. Notes in brackets are provided for reference
only and should not be performed.
A cymbal with a wavy line next to it indicates that the beater
should be dragged across the surface of the cymbal to
create a constant excitation of the kit piece. The performer
should excite the surface throughout the duration of the
note and vary the pressure and position of the gesture to
create a constant variation throughout.
The fourth note indicates sandpaper. The performer should
excite the surface throughout the duration of the note and
vary the pressure and position of the gesture to create a
constant variation throughout.
The final note indicates the spring drum.

Dead Note/Muted Note. The performer should use half pressure on the note to
dampen the string, resulting in a dull, muted note. Dynamics refer to the relative
energy used to sound this note, and not the the resulting dynamic of the note itself.
String Rub. The performer should place their finger on a note in the approximate
location of the starting point and move it along the string, without applying any
pressure, to the approximate position of the end point. This will create a very soft,
vaguely pitched rubbing sound. The movement from start to end point should be a
single, continuous line for the duration given.
If the end point is a sounding note, the performer should complete this gesture at
this specific end point before sounding the note.
Unplug Guitar. The performer should audibly remove the plug from the guitar and
create the appropriate gesture over the given duration.
O - Out. Audibly remove plug from guitar.
T - Touch. Touch the plug to the socket in such a way that a varying sound is
produced but the plug does not reconnect to the instrument.
I - In. Audibly insert the plug into the guitar.
Durational values are provided in brackets for notes that last longer than an eighthnote. Notes in brackets are provided for reference only and should not be
performed.
Hammer On. Sharply bring second finger down on the fingerboard behind the
appropriate fret, causing the note to sound. All hammer on phrases should be
performed without plucking the string.

Glissando. After playing the first note slide finger to second note without interruption.

Electronics
The electronic component should be realised using the provided electronics processing patch in
Max/MSP. This patch is also available as a stand alone application for Mac OSX. Details on the
operation of the patch are provided separately.
The performer should feel free to use any controlling device they wish as long as it provides them the
flexibility with which to realise the notation.

Length of line indicates the duration of the note performed. Start and end points of
the performance of a note should be realised according to the spatial position of the
note within the bar.

Click Noise. Performer should realise the ‘click’ element of patch.

White Noise. Performer should realise the white noise element of the patch, and ad
lib. manipulations of the filter section provided in the patch.
Durational values are provided in brackets for notes that last longer than an eighthnote.

